
T-COMFORT

MODERN WINDOWS 
FOR ANY HOME

windows more lasting than others

T-Com
fort in color: coal grey sm

ooth 



ALU CLIPNO 
LEAD

TITANIUM
TECHNOLOGY

CLASS SEUROPEAN
STANDARDS

T-Comfort is a solution dedicated to small residential houses and multi-family buildings. Modern and simple 
in its geometry, the window provides a good value for money.

T-Comfort

Find out why millions of customers have 
already chosen T-Comfort windows 

Titanium Technology - windows more durable than others 
T-Comfort window profiles are manufactured using modern Titanium Technology. Combining - at the stage of plastic processing 
- full-grade PVC with an admixture of titanium oxide, we get a window profile characterized by high rigidity, high resistance to 
discoloration, and harmful effects of sunlight. 

Ecology
T-Comfort windows are certified to be free of admixtures of lead, cadmium, and compounds of other heavy metals. By choosing 
our windows, you can be sure that you are contributing to ensuring that the environment around you is not poisoned with these 
harmful substances.
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Perfectly even, invisible 
welds, guaranteeing  
excellent aesthetics  
and extended window life. 

The simple shape of the  
frame fits perfectly into  
the aesthetics of modern 
buildings.
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6 chambers 
depth of frame 70 mm

T-Comfort in color: golden oak, with movable mullion; HOPPE Toulon Secustik® handle in color: steel F9; concealed hinges
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5 basic colors to choose from

possibility to apply aluminium cover 

profile colored in mass

classic white, golden oak, walnut, smooth anthracite, anthracite structure
It is possible to choose colors outside the range, on individual request.

with an aluminum overlay you can get a unique design of the window similar in appearance to the window made of aluminum, 
while maintaining high thermal and acoustic parameters

the color of the interior of the window on both sides, visible after opening it, is matched to the color of the veneer:
white, caramel, brown, anthracite

Original design 

T-Comfort balcony doors 

T-Passive Perfekt Forte balkony doors.

HKS tilting/sliding patio doors

T-Slide lifting/sliding patio doors

with a convenient, low threshold 

with a comfortable, low aluminum threshold and handles on both sides

a modern alternative to traditional "tilt or slide"  balcony door systems 

premium doors that blur the line between the interior of your home 
and the exit to the patio

Matching terrace solutions
Ensure a consistent appearance of windows in the entire home 
by choosing dedicated patio solutions 



Design your window

Take care of the right energy efficiency1

Standard +

0,97
Uw

W/m2K

Super warm

0,87
Uw

W/m2K
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0,71,1 0,7 W/m2K  W/m2K  W/m2K 

*Uw value (heat transfer coefficient for a window) measured in accordance with DIN EN ISO 10077-2 for a reference, single-leaf window 
with dimensions: 1230 mm x 1480 mm.

Standard

1,3
Uw

W/m2K

NUMBER OF PANES

NUMBER OF GASKETS

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT OF GLAZING (Ug)

4/12Ar/4/12Ar/44/16Ar/4 4/12Ar/4/12Ar/4 with a warm glass spacer
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Select the level of security3

Select a frame2

standard CH framerenovation
30 mm / 52 mm

standard
with alu clip type L

standard
with alu clip type C

monoblok
105 mm / 125 mm /145 mm / 165 mm

Standard fitting RC1 security fittings Security fittings RC2 security fittings

1 security striker
4 security strikers 

fixed to steel 
frames

all strikers 
anti-theft - quantity 

dependent on the size of the 
window

all strikers 
strikers fixed 

to steel frames

- handle drilling protection - handle drilling protection

standard handle key-lock handle standard handle key-lock handle

standard glazing 
low-emission anti-burglary glazing standard glazing 

low-emission anti-burglary glazing

Select your color4

It is possible to choose colors outside the range, on individual request.

white 
in mass 

golden oak
UK101-Z8 KDB74-Z8

coal grey
structural

KDB74-F7

coal grey
smoothwalnut

UK103-Z8

STANDARD COLORS



low-emission anti-sun laminated,
anti-burglary

with ornamentsound-absorbing

roller shutters window sillwindow ventilators

with muntin bar

Select your handle5

Choose the right glazing6

Select additional accessories 7

Standard handle HOPPE Hamburg SecuForte ®handle HOPPE Toulon Secustik ®handle

steel f9steel f9

silver f1silver f1silver f1

steel f9

black mattblack matt

gold f4gold f4gold f4

black

white white white

silver f1

gold f4

black m
att
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T-Passive Energy
6 chambers 

depth of frame: 88 mm

T-Classic
7 chambers 

depth of frame: 70 mm

T-Slim
7 chambers 

depth of frame: 70 mm

T-Passive Plus
8 chambers 

depth of frame: 70 mm

T-Passive Perfekt
6 chambers 

depth of frame: 82 mm 

Dear Customer, if you want our windows to serve you for many years, maintaining their technical parameters and ensuring your 
safety, take care of their correct installation. The solution that will provide you with the highest insulation parameters  
is the so-called warm installation.

Make sure to install properly8

Discover our other products9

This material does not constitute a sales proposal within the meaning of the Civil Code, has informative nature only and is subject to technical changes. We accept no responsibility for printing errors or mistakes. 
We reserve copyrights to this material. Reproduction both in whole and in part is forbidden without written consent.

T-Comfort in color: coal grey smooth with movable mullion; HOPPE Toulon Secustik® handle in color: black matt; concealed hinges



BUDVAR Centrum Sp. z o.o. | ul. Postępu 10, 02-676 Warszawa, Poland
office: ul. Przemysłowa 36, 98-220 Zduńska Wola, Poland

tel. +48 (43) 824 31 32 | e-mail: windows@budvarcentrum.eu

Please see our window guide on 
www.budvarcentrum.eu/category/window-tips/

and on our social media channels.
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